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Abstract
In this paper, we find a condition under which a Finsler space with Kropina
change of mth-root metric is projectively related to a mth-root metric and also we
find a condition under which this Kropina transformed mth-root metric is locally
dually flat. Moreover we find the condition for its Projective flatness.
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1 Introduction.
Finsler metrics were introduced in order to generalize the Riemannian ones in the sense
that the metric should depend not only on the point, but also on the direction. In Finsler
geometry, (α, β)-metrics form a very important and rich class of Finsler metrics which
can be expressed in the form F = αφ(s), s =
β
α
, where α is a Riemannian metric, β is a
1-form and φ is a positive C∞ function on the domain of definition. In particular, when
φ =
1
s
, the Finsler metric F =
α2
β
is called Kropina metric. Kropina metric was first
introduced by L. Berwald in connection with a two-dimensional Finsler space with recti-
linear extremal and were investigated by V. K. Kropina [5]. They, together with Randers
metrics are C-reducible [8]. However, Randers metrics are regular Finsler metrics but
Kropina metrics are non-regular Finsler metrics. Kropina metrics seem to be among the
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simplest nontrivial Finsler metrics with many interesting application in physics, electron
optics with a magnetic field, dissipative mechanics and irreversible thermodynamics [[4],
[1]].
The theory of mth-root metric, introduced by H.Shimada [11], and introduced to ecology
by Antonelli [2], had been studied and applied by several authors ([13], [12] and [9]).
It is considered as a generalization of Riemmanian metric in the sense that the second
root metric is a Riemmanian metric. For m=3, it is called cubic Finsler metric [8] and
for m=4, it is quatric metric [6]. In four-dimension, the special fourth root metric in
the form F = 4
√
y1y2y3y4 is called Berwald-Moore metric [3], which is considered as an
important subject for a possible model of space time by physicists. In this paper, we
find the condition under which the transformed Finsler space is projectively related with
given Finsler space. Also, we find the condition under which the transformed Finsler
space is locally dually flat. Moreover, we find the condition for its Projectively flatness.
2 Preliminaries.
Let Mn be a real smooth manifold of dimension n, TxM denotes the tangent space of
Mn at x. The tangent bundle TM is the union of tangent spaces, TM :=
⋃
x∈M TxM .We
denote the elements of TM by (x, y), where x = (xi) is a point of Mn and y ∈ TxM
called supporting element. We denote TM0 = TM \ {0}.
Definition 2.1. A Finsler metric on a manifold M is a C∞ function F : TM\{0} →
[0,∞) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Regularity: F is C∞ on TM\{0} .
(2) Positive homogeneity: F (x, λy) = λF (x, y), λ > 0.
(3) Strong convexity: the fundamental tensor gij(x, y) is positive definite for all (x, y) ∈
TM\{0} , where gij = 1
2
∂2F 2
∂yi∂yj
.
By the homogeneity of F , we have F (x, y) =
√
gij(x, y)yiyj. An important class of
Finsler metrics are Riemann metrics, which are in the form of F (x, y) =
√
gij(x)yiyj.
Another important class of Finsler metrics are Minkowski metrics, which are in the form
of F (x, y) =
√
gij(y)yiyj.
The pair (Mn, F ) = F n is called a Finsler space, F is called the fundamental function
and gij is called the fundamental tensor of the Finsler space F
n.
The normalized supporting element li, angular metric tensor hij and metric tensor gij of
F n are defined respectively as:
li =
∂F
∂yi
, hij = F
∂2F
∂yi∂yj
, gij =
1
2
∂2F 2
∂yi∂yj
. (2.1)
Let F be a Finsler metric defined by F = m
√
A, where A is given by A := ai1i2...im(x)y
i1yi2...yim,
with ai1...im symmetric in all its indices [11]. Then F is called an mth-root Finsler metric.
Clearly, A is homogeneous of degree m in y.
Let
Ai = aii2...im(x)y
i2...yim =
1
m
∂A
∂yi
, (2.2)
Aij = aiji3...im(x)y
i3 ...yim =
1
m(m− 1)
∂2A
∂yi∂yj
, (2.3)
2
Aijk = aijki4...im(x)y
i4...yim =
1
m(m− 1)(m− 2)
∂3A
∂yi∂yj∂yk
. (2.4)
The normalized supporting element of F n is given by
li := Fyi =
∂F
∂yi
=
∂A
1
m
∂yi
=
1
m
∂A
∂yi
A
(m− 1)
m
=
Ai
Fm−1
. (2.5)
Let us consider the transformation
F¯ =
F 2
β
, (2.6)
where F = m
√
A is an mth-root metric and β = bi(x)y
i is a one form on the manifold
Mn. Clearly, F¯ is also a Finsler metric onMn, given by Kropina change mth root metric.
Throughout the paper, we call the Finsler metric F¯ as transformed mth root metric and
(Mn, F¯ ) = F¯ n as transformed Finsler space. We restrict ourselves for m > 2 throughout
the paper and also the quantities corresponding to the transformed Finsler space F¯ n will
be denoted by putting bar on the top of that quantity.
3 Fundamental metric tensor of Kropina transformed
Finsler space with mth-root metric
Let us consider the Finsler metric given in (2.6), where F = m
√
A and β = bi(x)y
i is a
differential one form on the manifoldMn. This metric is called Kropina change of Finsler
metric.
The differentiation of (2.6) with respect to yi yields the normalized supporting element
l¯i given by
l¯i =
2F
β
li − F
2
β2
bi. (3.1)
In view of (2.5), we have
l¯i =
2Ai
βFm−2
− F
2
β2
bi. (3.2)
Again differentiation of (3.2) with respect to yj yields:
h¯ij =
2F¯
β
[
(m− 1)
Fm−2
Aij − (Aibj + Ajbi)
Fm−2β
+
bibj
F 2β2
− (m− 2)
F 2(m−1)
AiAj
]
. (3.3)
From (3.2) and (3.3), the fundamental metric tensor g¯ij of Finsler space F¯
n is given by:
g¯ij = h¯ij + l¯il¯j
After simplification, we get
g¯ij = 2τ
2
(
(m− 1)
F (m−2)
Aij − 2τ
F (m−1)
(Aibj + Ajbi) + τ
2(
1
F 4
+
1
2
)bibj − (m− 4)
F 2(m−1)
AiAj
)
,
(3.4)
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where τ =
F¯
F
=
F
β
.
The contravariant metric tensor g¯ij of Finsler space F¯ n is given by
g¯ij =
Fm−2
2τ 2(m− 1)A
ij + p0b
ibj +
2β3(m− 4)p1
F 2(m− 1)[β4(m− 4)− 8F 4d2] (b
iyj + bjyi) + p2y
iyj.
(3.5)
where
p0 =
4Fm[1 + q(q(1 + v)− (3 + v))]
β2[(m− 4)− 8τ 4d2] ; δ =
−8F 4
β4(m− 4)
q =
δw2
1 + δc2
;w =
Fm−2
2τ 2(m− 1); c
2 =
Fm−3βb2
2τ(m− 1); v =
(m− 4)β
2Fm
;
d2 = w[vβ + v2Fm + (b2 + vβ)(1− δw(1 + v)
1 + δc2
)];
p1 =
8(m− 1)2τ 4 + 2δF 2(m−2) + δFm−4(m− 4)β
4τ 4(m− 1)2 + δFm−2b2τ 4 ;
p2 =
(m− 4)2
2F 6[(m− 4)− 8τ 4d2] . (3.6)
Here we have used AijAj = A
i = yi and Ajb
j = β.
Proposition 3.1. The Fundamental metric g¯ij and its inverse tensor g¯ij of Kropina
transformed mth-root Finsler space F¯ n are given by equation (3.4) and (3.5) respectively.
4 Spray coefficients of the Finsler space given by
Kropina change of mth-root metric.
The geodesics of a Finsler space F n are given by the following system of equations
d2xi
dt2
+Gi
(
x,
dx
dt
)
= 0,
where
Gi =
1
4
gil{[F 2]xkylyk − [F 2]xl}. (4.1)
The local functions Gi = Gi(x, y) define a global vector field G = yi
∂
∂xi
− 2Gi(x, y) ∂
∂yi
on TM . G is called spray of F and Gi is called spray coefficient.
Two Finsler metrics F and F¯ on a manifold Mn are called projectively related if there is
a scalar function P (x, y) defined on TM0 such that G¯i = G
i + Pyi, where G¯i and Gi are
the geodesic spray coefficients of F¯ n and F n respectively. In other words two metrics F¯
and F are called projectively related if any geodesic of the first is also good geodesic for
the second and vice versa.
In view of equation (3.4) the metric tensor g¯ij of F¯ n can be rewritten as :
g¯ij = 2τ
2gij − 4τ
3
Fm−1
(Aibj + Ajbi) +
(2 + F 4)
β4
bibj +
4τ 2
F 2(m−1)
AiAj , (4.2)
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where
gij = (m− 1) Aij
Fm−2
− (m− 2) AiAj
F 2(m−1)
. (4.3)
Further, in view of equation (3.5) contravariant metric tensor g¯ij can be rewritten as :
g¯ij =
gij
2τ 2
+ p0b
ibj +
2β3(m− 4)p1
F 2(m− 1)[β4(m− 4)− 8F 4d2] (b
iyj + bjyi) + p3y
iyj, (4.4)
where p0, p1 and d
2 are expressed in equation(3.6) and
gij =
Fm−2
(m− 1)A
ij +
(m− 2)yiyj
(m− 1)F 2 ,
p3 =
(m− 4)2(m− 1)τ 2 − (m− 2)[(m− 4)− 8τ 4d2]β4
2F 2τ 2β4(m− 1)[(m− 4)− 8τ 4d2] . (4.5)
The spray coefficients of Kropina transformed Finsler space F n are given by
G¯i =
1
4
g¯il{[F¯ 2]xkylyk − [F¯ 2]xl}
It can also be written as
G¯i =
1
4
g¯il
[(
2
∂g¯jl
∂xk
− ∂g¯jk
∂xl
)
yjyk
]
. (4.6)
From (4.2), (4.4) and (4.6), we get
G¯i =
g¯il
4
[(
∂
∂xk
{2τ 2gjl − 4τ
3
Fm−1
(Ajbl + Albj) +
(2 + F 4)
β4
blbj +
4τ 2
F 2(m−1)
AlAj}−
∂
∂xl
{2τ 2gjk − 4τ
3
Fm−1
(Ajbk + Akbj) +
(2 + F 4)
β4
bkbj +
4τ 2
F 2(m−1)
AkAj}
)
yjyk
]
which implies that
G¯i =
g¯il
4
[(
2{2τ 2∂gjl
∂xk
+ gjl
∂
∂xk
(2τ 2) +
∂Xjl
∂xk
} − {2τ 2∂gkl
∂xl
+ gjk
∂
∂xl
(2τ 2) +
∂Xjk
∂xl
}
)
yjyk
]
,
where
Xjl = − 4τ
3
Fm−1
(Ajbl + Albj) +
(2 + F 4)
β4
blbj +
4τ 2
F 2(m−1)
AlAj .
Now
G¯i =
1
4
[
gil
2τ 2
+ yi(p1b
l + p3y
l) + bi(p0b
l + p1y
l)
]
×
[
2τ 2
(
2
∂gjl
∂xk
− ∂gjk
∂xl
)
+ 2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
yjyk,
where ωk =
∂
∂xk
(2τ 2).
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Simplifying, we get
G¯i =
gil
4
(
2
∂gjl
∂xk
− ∂gjk
∂xl
)
yjyk +
Fm−2Ail
8τ 2(m− 1)[2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2
∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]yjyk
+
(m− 2)
4τ 2F 2(m− 1)y
iyl
[
2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
+
1
4
[
yi(p1b
l + p3y
l) + bi(p0b
l + p1y
l)
]
×
[
2τ 2
(
∂gjl
∂xk
− ∂gjk
∂xl
)
+ 2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
yjyk.
The above equation may be written as
G¯i = Gi + Pyi +Qi,
where
P =
1
4
yi(p1b
l + p3y
l)×
[
2τ 2
(
∂gjl
∂xk
− ∂gjk
∂xl
)
+ 2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
yjyk
+
(m− 2)
4τ 2F 2(m− 1)y
lyjyk
[
2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
and
Qi =
1
4
bi(p2b
l + p1y
l)×
[
2τ 2
(
∂gjl
∂xk
− ∂gjk
∂xl
)
+ 2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
yjyk
+
Fm−2Ail
8τ 2(m− 1)y
jyk
[
2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
.
The metrics F¯ and F are projectively related if Qi = 0, which implies
1
4
bi(p2b
l + p1y
l)×
[
2τ 2
(
∂gjl
∂xk
− ∂gjk
∂xl
)
+ 2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
yjyk
=
Fm−2Ail
8τ 2(m− 1)y
jyk
[
2ωkgjl − ωlgjk + 2∂Xjl
∂xk
− ∂Xjk
∂xl
]
. (4.7)
Thus we have the following:
Theorem 4.1. The Kropina transformed mth-root metric F¯ and mth-root metric F , on
an open subset ∪ ⊂ Rn, are projectively related if equation (4.7) is satisfied.
5 Locally dually flatness of a Finsler Space with Kropina
changed mth-root metric
The notion of dually flat metrics was first introduced by S.I. Amari and H. Nagaoka [1]
when they studied the information geometry on Riemannian spaces. Later on, Z. Shen
extended the notion of dually flatness to Finsler metrics [9].
A Kropina changed Finsler space on manifoldMn is said to be locally dually flat if at any
point there is a standard coordinate system (xi, yi) in TM such that [F¯ 2]xkyly
k = 2[F¯ 2]xl .
The coordinate xi is called an adapted local coordinate system. It is well known that
every locally Minkowskian metric is locally flat.
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Consider the Kropina changed mth root metric F¯ =
F 2
β
, where F is an mth-root metric..
Then, we have
[F¯ 2]xl =
[
F 2
β
]2
xl
= 2
[
F 2
β
][ 2
m
FA
1
m
−1Axl
β
− F
2βl
β2
]
. (5.1)
If we put bij =
∂bi
∂xj
, then βj =
∂β
∂xj
= bijy
j.
On simplifying equation (5.1) further, we get
[F¯ 2]xl =
4
mβ2
A
4−m
m Axl −
2
β3
A
4
mβl (5.2)
From (5.2), we get
[F¯ 2]xk =
4
mβ2
A
4−m
m Axk −
2
β3
A
4
mβk. (5.3)
and
[F¯ 2]xkyl =
4
mβ2
A
4−m
m Axkyl +
4
mβ2
(
4−m
m
)
A
4−2m
m Ayl −
8
mβ3
A
4−m
m Axkbl
− 8
mβ3
A
4−m
m Aylβl +
6
β4
A
4
mβkbl +
2
β3
A
4
m blk. (5.4)
For the Finsler metric F¯ to be locally dually flat, we must have
[F¯ 2]xkyly
k − 2[F¯ 2]xl = 0. (5.5)
Therefore, from (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5), we get
[F¯ 2]xkyly
k − 2[F¯ 2]xl =
4
mβ2
A
4−m
m Axkyly
k +
4
mβ2
(
4−m
m
)
A
4−2m
m Ayly
k − 8
mβ3
A
4−m
m Axkbly
k
− 8
mβ3
A
4−m
m Aylβly
k +
6
β4
A
4
mβkbly
k +
2
β3
A
4
m blky
k
− 8
mβ2
A
4−m
m Axl +
4
β3
A
4
mβl = 0.
which implies
Axl
[
8
mβ2
A
4−m
m
]
=
4
mβ2
(
4−m
m
)
A
4−2m
m AylA0 +
4
mβ2
A
4−m
m A0l
− 8
mβ3
A
4−m
m A0bl − 8
mβ3
A
4−m
m Ayly
k +
6
β4
A
4
mβkbly
k
+
2
β3
A
4
mβl − 8
mβ2
A
4−m
m Axl +
4
β3
A
4
m bl,
where
A0 = Axky
k, A0l = Axkyly
k
Therefore F¯ is locally dually flat metric iff
Axl =
1
2βF 2
(
4−m
m
)
A0Ayl +
1
2
A0l − 1
β
A0bl − 1
β
Ayly
k +
3m
4β2
Aβky
kbl +
m
2β
Aβl − Axl +
m
2β
Abl.
(5.6)
Thus we have
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Theorem 5.1. Let F¯ be a Kropina changed mth-root Finsler metric on a Finsler manifold
Mn. Then, F¯ is locally dually flat metric iff (5.6) holds.
6 Projectively Flatness of a Finsler Space with Kropina
changed mth-root metric
There is another important notion in Finsler geometry, known as projectively projective
flatness of Finsler metrics. A Finsler metric F¯ = F¯ (x, y) on an open subset ∪ ⊂ Rn is
projectively flat iff it satisfies following equation:
F¯xkyly
k − Fxl = 0.
Since we have F¯ =
F 2
β
, where F = m
√
A, we get
[F¯ ]xl =
2
mβ
A
2−m
m Axl −
A
2
m
β2
βl. (6.1)
From (6.1) we get
[F¯ ]xk =
2
mβ
A
2−m
m Axk −
A
2
m
β2
βk
which implies
[F¯ ]xkyl =
2
mβ
(
2−m
m
)
A
2(1−m)
m AylAxk +
2
mβ
A
2−m
m Axkyl −
2
mβ2
A
2−m
m Axkbl
− 2
mβ2
A
2−m
m Aylβk +
2
β3
A
2
mβkbl − F
2
β2
blk. (6.2)
For the Finsler metric F¯ to be Projectively Flat, we must have
F¯xkyly
k − Fxl = 0. (6.3)
Therefore, from (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), we obtain
F¯xkyly
k − Fxl =
2
mβ
(
2−m
m
)
A
2(1−m)
m AylAxky
k +
2
mβ
A
2−m
m Axkyly
k − 2
mβ2
A
2−m
m Axkbly
k
− 2
mβ2
A
2−m
m Aylβky
k +
2
β3
A
2
mβkbly
k − F
2
β2
blky
k − 2
mβ
A
2−m
m Axl +
A
2
m
β2
βl = 0
(6.4)
which implies
Axl
[
2
mβ
A
2−m
m
]
=
2
mβ
(
2−m
m
)
A
2(1−m)
m AylA0 +
2
mβ
A
2−m
m A0l − 2
mβ2
A
2−m
m A0bl
− 2
mβ2
A
2−m
m Aylβky
k +
2
β3
A
2
mβkbly
k, (6.5)
where
A0 = Axky
k, A0l = Axkyly
k.
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Therefore F¯ is projectively flat metric iff
Axl =
(
2−m
m
)
A−1AylA0 + A0l −
1
β
A0bl − 1
β
Aylβky
k +
m
β
Aβkbly
k. (6.6)
Thus we have the following:
Theorem 6.1. Let F¯ be a Kropina changed mth-root Finsler metric on a Finsler manifold
Mn. Then, F¯ is projectively flat metric iff (6.6) holds.
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